
Chapter 9

Street labeling

In day to day life we often have to find our way in cities in which we have never
been before. When we travel long distances by car we usually have road maps
at our disposal. Here only the main roads are on the map. On arrival in the city
we switch to a city map. A city map shows all streets of a particularly city with
the corresponding names. To avoid having large map sheets, the scale is chosen
so that it is just possible to distinguish different streets and their names. That
means that space on city maps for placing the names is limited. It is often not
possible to put the full name of the street centered halfway the street, because
the names of different streets may not overlap. Therefore, the name of the label
must often be abbreviated, broken into pieces or placed partially outside the
street. The many possible positionings of a label and the interaction between
them make it hard for a cartographer to make a city map in limited time. A
computer could be the solution. Also with the advent of vehicle navigation
systems the amount of electronically available street data increased rapidly. So
street data for automated making of city maps is now in most cases available.
There exist a few programs for automated city map labeling. Maplex from
ESRI and Label-EZ from MapText are software packages for map labeling and
the Dutch company Andes used automated labeling to produce a book with all
city maps of the Netherlands. Although there has been progress, high quality
automated labeling of city maps is still a difficult task. There is a difference
between European style and U.S. style street labeling. In the latter style street
names are placed along the single centerlines of the roads. European style has
road casings and the street names can be placed within the road casing. This
chapter focuses on European style city maps of the Netherlands. But it could
easily be adapted for European style labeling of other countries, and with more
effort for U.S. style labeling.

In this chapter we use the following approach. First we describe the different
label forms allowed for city maps. Then the rules for city map labeling are
presented. To assess the quality of a labeling we use a quality function that,
given a labeling, outputs a number indicating the quality of the labeling. Our
goal is to find the labeling with the highest value of the quality function. First
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we generate a number of possible labels for a street. These are called candidates.
The optimization heuristic simulated annealing is used to select the candidates
that together produce a labeling with a value of the quality function that is
hopefully close to optimal. We present a few examples of city maps produced
by this approach. Our approach differs from existing computer programs in that
we use a quality function which is composed of different, almost independent
labeling aspects. Due to limited information content of the data used, we could
not implement all rules in the quality function. Nevertheless the city maps
produced give an impression of the possible power of the approach presented in
this chapter.

9.1 Label forms

DORPSSTRAAT

KERK-
STRAAT

Figure 9.1: The standard placement of a street name (“Dorpsstraat”) and the
stacked placement (“Kerkstraat”).

In contrast to labels for point features there are many possibilities for a label
name to be present on a map. A street name can be placed inside the street
casing, or it can be stacked in two or three parts with parts above or below the
street, see Figure 9.1.

Different pieces of a name can be drawn separately on a map. A label form is
a way of writing a label on a map with the label separated in different parts and
using abbreviations. The parts of a label form can be placed at some distance
from each other in a street. For example John F. Kennedystraat can be written
in the following ways (the parts are bracketed out):

• (John F. Kennedystraat)

• (John F.) (Kennedystraat)

• (John F. Kennedy-) (straat)

• (John F.) (Kennedy-) (straat)
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• (John F. Kennedystr.)

• (John F.) (Kennedystr.)

• (John F. Kennedy-) (str.)

• (John F.) (Kennedy-) (str.)

• (J. F. Kennedystraat)

• (J. F. Kennedy-) (straat)

• (J. F. Kennedystr.)

• (J. F. Kennedy-) (str.)

A name can be chopped in two at spaces and before general map words as
straat, weg, plein (street, road and square in English) and so on. These general
map words can also be abbreviated to str, wg, pln. Christian names are often
abbreviated in city maps. A single part of a label form usually has more than
2 letters, so “(John)(F.)(Kennedystraat)” is not allowed. Only if the parts of a
label form are stacked it is allowed since then the parts are close to each other.
Then “(J.F.)(Kennedy)(straat)” is allowed as a label form.

We also add as a label form to each street a number that corresponds to
the street. If there is no space on the city map to place a label form without
intersections, the number of the street is placed on the map. Adding a small
index on the city map then could give the name of the street corresponding to
the number.

9.2 Labeling rules

Labeling a city map is fundamentally different from labeling a map with cities,
rivers and areas. The streets form a network with a density of crossings that
is unlikely to be found on normal maps. We are not aware of any literature on
rules for labeling city maps. By studying how cartographers have labeled city
maps, we were able to distill a number of rules. Except for the category feature
visibility, the categories are the same as in Chapter 7. We did not include the
category feature visibility because it is largely implied by the label visibility
rules.

9.2.1 Association rules

These rules ensure that a particular label and its street can be associated unam-
biguously to each other. We start with the definition of the course of a street,
see Figure 9.2:

• The course of a street follows corners and curves in the street.

• At a crossing the course of a street proceeds in the extension of the street.
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• The course of a street ends at a T-junction.

• At a Y-junction the course of a street is not clear. It depend on the street
types and the exact angles between the streets.

The main association rule for labeling a city map is the following:

• A label for a street is valid for the whole course of the street.

Figure 9.2: The course of a street (dotted) follows corners, follows the extension
at crossings, and stops at T-crossings.

If the course of a street has two different labels then the change of the name
of the street is indicated by the following situations:

• At a 90 degree corner.

• At the crossing of the course of a street with a major road.

• At the crossing of the course of the street with an equally important side-
street.

• At the boundary of a municipality, province or country.

• At the crossing with a river or canal.

A cul-de-sac without a label has the same name as the street at which it
starts. This is also true for general street patterns without label which all lead
into the same street.
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Some other association rules:

• A label should be either inside the road or parallel to it.

• If the letters of the label are not all capitals, then preferably the label
should be placed on top of the street rather than below it.

• There should not be too much spacing between different parts of the same
label.

9.2.2 Visibility rules

The visibility rules deal with how well the label is visible on the map. It is
influenced by other features and labels on the map.

• There should be no overlap of labels.

• A label should not cross the edges (road casing) of other streets.

• If necessary it is allowed that the label sticks out at an end of the street.

9.2.3 Aesthetic rules

The aesthetic rules deal with the shape of the label itself. They are not influ-
enced by the position of the label on the map, nor by other map features.

• Do not place the label upside-down.

• The label should not curve too much.

• Only use abbreviations if necessary.

• Do not repeat the label too often on a short interval.

• Use roughly the same spacing between different parts of the same label.

• The label should not have too many parts.

9.3 Quality function

The elements that define the quality function are in many aspects the same as
in Chapter 7 of this thesis. We compute three types of quality of a labeling. The
association quality shows how well the streets and their labels are associated to
each other. The label visibility quality is a measure for how well the labels are
visible, taking into account overlap between labels and intersections with other
streets. The aesthetic quality represents how good the labels look in isolation
from other labels and map objects. It takes into account curvature, abbrevia-
tions, and number of parts. Only the most important rules are expressed in the
quality function. The other rules could be incorporated in the quality function
to make it more fine grained.
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Elementary road pieces are pieces of roads between crossings, boundaries,
sharp curves, rivers, or canals. The quality function is a weighted sum of the
partial quality functions for association, label visibility, and aesthetic quality.
The association quality is the sum of the association quality of the elementary
road pieces. The label visibility and aesthetic quality are, respectively, the sum
of the label visibility and aesthetic qualities of the individual labels.

Let L be the set of labels of the city map, F the set of all fixed features on
the city map (road casing, symbols), and R the set of elementary road pieces,

The general form of our quality function thus is:

Quality(L ∪R ∪ F ) =
waesthetics ·

∑
l∈L ρaesthetics(l) · qualityaesthetics (l)

+ wlabel−vis ·
∑
l∈L ρlabel−vis(l) · qualitylabel−vis (l, F, L)

+ wassociation ·
∑
r∈R ρassociation(r) · qualityassociation (r,R, L)

where waesthetics, wlabel−vis, and wassociation are factors that weigh the relative
importance of the three partial quality functions. The constants ρaesthetics(l),
ρlabel−vis(l) and ρassociation(r) are the priorities given to each separate feature.
We set ρaesthetics(l) = ρlabel−vis(l) = 1/|L| with |L| the number of labels, and
we set ρassociation(r) = d(r)/d(R) with d(r) the length of elementary road piece
r and d(R) =

∑
r∈R d(r).

In the next three subsections we give relatively simple examples of quality
functions for measuring association, label visibility, and aesthetics.

9.3.1 Association quality

For each elementary road piece r we compute the association to its label. This
value ranges from 0 (unclear association) to 1 (clear association). First we
compute all labels placed at streets that include r in their course. If one of
those labels does not belong to the street of r, the association quality of r is 0,
otherwise it is 1. Thus the association quality of an elementary road piece is
only 1 if it is not possible that it is associated to a label of another street.

It is also possible to make the association more refined by incorporating the
distances from r to the labels to which it is possibly associated. If the distance
to its own label is much smaller than the distance to the other labels it can
also be given an association quality of 1. Not only the distance is important
but also the presence of a name change indicator. One could increase the value
representing the distance if, on the path from r to a label, the street makes
sharp curves or if the path makes turns smaller than 160 degrees at crossings.

9.3.2 Label visibility quality

The label visibility quality is good if the label does not intersect other labels
and lies completely inside the road casing. If it intersects other labels, the
label visibility quality is decreased. The same is true if the label intersects the
road casing of another street. Also a decrease in plain label visibility quality is
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incurred if the label extends beyond the end of the street. If all label candidates
of a street intersect another label or the road casing of another street, it is
better to place the number instead of the name of the street. This is achieved
by allowing a number to be used to label a street, but with a low visibility value.
To quantify these aspects we define the following functions:

• intersectLabels(l, L) is the number of intersections of label l with other
labels.

• intersectStreets(l, F ) is 1 if l intersects the road casing of another street,
else it is 0.

• sticksOut(l, F ) is 1 if l sticks out at an end of its street, else it is 0.

• isNumber(l) is 1 if l is a number, and 0 otherwise.

The function mapIntersectLabels is a discrete function that maps the value of
intersectLabels to a value in the interval [0, 1]. More information on mapping
functions can be found in Section 7.5.1. Similarly we use discrete functions
mapIntersectStreets, mapSticksOut , and mapIsNumber to convert the values 0
or 1 from intersectStreets , sticksOut , and isNumber to values in the interval
[0, 1] to weigh the importance of the different aspects.

The label visibility quality function is:

qualitylabel−vis(l, F, L) = mapIntersectLabels (intersectLabels(l, L))
· mapIntersectStreets (intersectStreets(l, F ))
· mapSticksOut (sticksOut(l, F ))
· mapIsNumber (isNumber(l))

The reason for multiplying the quality aspects is given in Section 7.5.1.

9.3.3 Aesthetic quality

The aspects that influence the aesthetic quality of a label are among others the
curvedness, the use of abbreviations and the number of parts a label is divided
into.

To quantify these aspects we define the following functions:

• curvedness(l) is the average change in angle between two consecutive let-
ters of the label.

• abbreviations(l) is the number of abbreviated words in the label text.

• parts(l) is the number of parts the label is divided into.

The function mapCurvedness is a fading function that maps the value of
curvedness to a value in the interval [0, 1], where 0 represents a very curved label
and 1 a straight label. Similarly we use discrete functions mapAbbreviations and
mapParts to convert the values of abbreviations and parts to the interval [0, 1]
or a subinterval of it.
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The aesthetic quality function is:

qualitylabel−vis(l) = mapCurvedness (curvedness(l))
· mapAbbreviations (abbreviations(l))
· mapParts (parts(l))

9.4 Generation of candidate labels

In principle we would like to have all possible label positions for a street as
candidates. Since the number of possible label positions is too large, we restrict
ourselves to generating candidates that are different. If two candidate labels
can be made equal by shifting one candidate to the left or to the right without
having an end of the candidate cross a junction, the two candidates are not
really different. For each label form we generate all really different candidates.
If the number of generated candidates is large, we reduce this number by only
keeping the best candidates. Since for a street with many candidates, only one of
the best candidates would be chosen for the labeling, the removal of candidates
probably does not have a negative effect on the quality of the labeling.

First we look at the case where the label form consists of one part. The
candidates for this label form are all positions of the label where the start of the
label is just beyond a junction or where the end of the label just stops before a
junction. If a label candidate just stops before a junction and the candidate lies
completely in the street, then we can remove this candidate because it can be
made equal to another candidate that starts at a junction. We can also remove
a candidate if it spans all the elementary road pieces and junctions of another
candidate, see Figure 9.3.

If a label form has more than one part, we use a recursive procedure. The
first part is placed the same way as a single part label (beginning just after a
junction or ending just before a junction of the street), then for one such label
position we know that the other parts of the label form must be placed to the
right of the first part. The second part can be placed with its begin just after
a junction, but with the restriction that the second part is placed to the right
of the first part. A possible third part of the label form is placed in the same
manner to the right of the first and second part. The recursion ends when we
place the last part. In this way we generate a number of candidates.

If a street has many elementary road pieces, the number of candidates gen-
erated in this way is very large. In this case we select the best candidates and
delete the others. We delete candidates with abbreviated words and candidates
with a part sticking out of the end of the street.

If all candidates have parts that stick out at an end of the street, we know
that even the abbreviated name of the street is too long to be placed inside the
street. Generating candidates with stacked labels is in those cases the next step.
If a label form has two parts, the first part can be placed above the street and
the second part inside the street, or the first part inside the street and the second
part below the street. If a label form has three parts, the first is placed above
the street, the second inside the street, and the third part below the street. The
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BERGWEG

BERGWEG

BERGWEG

BERGWEG

BERGWEG

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 9.3: The candidates for this street are a, b, c, d, and e. Candidate a
ends at a junction and sticks out. Candidates b, c, d, and e begin at a junction.
Candidate c is removed because it spans the same and even more elementary
road pieces and junctions than candidate d.
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first part can be placed just after a junction, the other parts are then placed
below the first part. We delete candidates that have a part above or below a
street that intersects another street.

To avoid labels with letters upside-down we only keep candidates for which
the average angle of the letters of the label with respect to the x-axis is between
−90 and 90 degrees. But we keep all candidates if there would be too few
candidates left after this operation, for example in case of a very curved street
or a square.

9.5 Optimization

We optimize the value of the quality function by using simulated annealing, see
Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi [67]. This algorithm derives its inspiration from
the thermodynamic process by which solids are heated and cooled gradually
(annealed) to a crystalline state with minimum energy. Steps in the search
space that make the solution worse are allowed with a certain probability. This
makes it possible to escape from local optima in the search space.

Initially each street is randomly assigned one of its label candidates. In
an iterative fashion, a street is chosen randomly and its candidate is replaced
randomly by one of its other candidates. The difference of the value of the quality
function as a result of this candidate change is computed. This computation
is done locally by investigating the changes in the neighborhood of the old and
new candidate. If the quality increases, the change is accepted. Else, it is only
accepted with a certain probability depending on how much worse the quality
would become. During the algorithm the probability of accepting changes that
worsen the quality becomes smaller and smaller. So after a number of iterations
the quality stays the same and the final labeling is output.

9.6 Test results

The data for the street network are part of the Dutch ”Nationaal Wegenbestand
(NWB)”maintained by a branch of the Dutch Ministry of Traffic. It contains all
streets and roads of the Netherlands, and when possible the names associated
to them. We obtained the data set for the town ”Zeist”, which has 461 named
streets. The data format of the data set is the GDF-standard. GDF stands for
Geographic Data Files and is a European standard that is used to describe and
transfer road networks and road related data. The data does not contain the
width of streets nor the importance of the streets, so we could not take these
aspects into account for our test. Also we did not abbreviate Christian names.

In Figures 9.4 and 9.5 a labeling produced by our method is shown. It took
10 minutes to compute the whole labeling. The road casing is at some points
not correct. It was computed using the center line of the streets. Improving
the algorithm for computing the road casing could solve this problem. The way
we generate the candidates enables the optimization algorithm to place many
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Figure 9.4: Part of the street labeling of Zeist.

street labels. Letting label parts start just after or letting them end just before
a junction creates space at junctions to prevent that labels intersect each other.
Adding more rules to the quality function would further improve the labeling.
As a post-processing step the label parts could be centered with respect to the
elementary road pieces they span.

9.7 Conclusions

We have presented a method for the automated labeling of city maps. This
method was devised for city maps of the Netherlands, but it can easily be
adapted for labeling cities in other countries. We studied the rules for labeling
the streets of a city. These rules were divided into three categories: association,
label visibility, and aesthetics. We presented a quality function that describes
the quality of a city map labeling. It is composed of quality functions for the
three categories. Using an optimization method we sought an optimum value for
this quality function. Examples of optimal labelings for a town in the Nether-
lands were given. We think that by incorporating more rules in the quality
function and by generating more candidate labels the labelings could be made
even better. Our approach is flexible and is a step forward in automatically
producing high-quality labelings of city maps.
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Figure 9.5: Part of the street labeling of Zeist.
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